
BRAM

Senior Front Desk Office manager 

who loves the traditional Flemish kitchen

 
1.        Janine’s

“Tasty food served in an attractive decor. Young and dynamic team

that's highly motivated.  Affordable too. 

Tram 4 takes you there from Gravensteen in less than 10 minutes.”

2.        Lepelblad
“Creative concept in a white house at the corner of Onderbergen

working closely together with farmers and local producers:.

Local, sustainable and biological, to top it off.”

3.        Mission Masala
“Trendy Indian eatery with a strikingly colourful facade and interior at

walking distance from our hotel. Do try their crispy fried chicken!”

4.         Aba Jour
“A family restaurant and nothing short of a classic in Oudburg. 

Brown café atmosphere where hosts Benny and Alessandro will 

serve you all things Flemish. Large table available for groups.”

5.        Steamy Windows
“Ultrahip Chinese dumpling bar surprising you with 

highly original (combinations of) flavours.” 

 
 

HARMONY

The real Harmony from Hotel Harmony and experienced fine diner 

1.        Karel de Stoute
“An A-level and highly atmospheric restaurant where new generations

of chefs are initiated. Be sure to make reservations up front.”

2.        Clochard de luxe 
“Cozy restaurantserving a wide range of small dishes.”

3.        Roots
“We'd specifically recommend their lunch!

Again, you'll have to make reservations.”

4.       50Fifty
“Trendy sharing concept at reasonable prices.” 

5.        Stokerij
“Great kitchen serving you lots of vegetables and a large variety of

traditional meat dishes.”

6.        Bompa
“Grandfather's kitchen in the best possible way! A friendly staff and

open for lunch as well as for dinner.”

RESTAURANT SUGGESTIONS
THE FOLLOWING RECOMMENDATIONS AREOFFERED TO YOU BY OUR HOTEL'S STAFF

 

ALIEN

Senior Front Desk Office manager and connaisseuse of the Italian Kitchen

1.        Publiek
“Fine dining in a modern setting at less than 15 minutes from our hotel. 

Their chef is one of the most well-known Flemish Foodies.”

2.        Aperto Chiuso
“Italian restaurant serving you way more than just pizza and pasta. 

Great during the summertime thanks to their private courtyard, at short

walking distance from our hotel.”

3.        Één twee vijf
“Fun sharing concept. Trendy, located only 10 minutes from our hotel. 

It's mostly locals who come here.”

4.        Brasserie Revue
“Trendy bistro located right next to the Ketelbrug that has several family

recipes listed on their menu.”

5.        Brasserie Bridge
“Basic but in a good way. Brasserie with a big terrace near our hotel with

lots of local dishes including stoverij, fish stew from Oostende and waffles.

VOOR MEER CULINAIRE SUGGESTIES EN HET MAKEN VAN RESERVATIES
KUNT U TE ALLEN TIJDE TERECHT AAN ONZE RECEPTIE



CORALIE

Front Desk Agent and creative centipede

1.        Pakhuis
“French-Belgian cuisine served in a grand Parisian style art deco environment. 

Some pretty impressive architecture right behind the Korenmarkt.”

2.        Kin Khao
“A classic Thai with friendly service. As well as a long table suited for a group.”

3.        Borsalino 
“A well-known Italian restaurant in Ghent. Authentic, native Italian ways of doing. ”

RESTAURANTSUGGESTIES
DE VOLGENDE RESTAURANTTIPS WORDEN U AANGEBODEN DOOR HET PERSONEEL VAN HOTEL HARMONY

 

XAVIER

Front Desk Agent en culinary know-it-all

both inside as well as outside of the kitchen, "quiche for me and I'll quiche for you"

 

1.        Joan
“Italian dishes in a sharing concept with a small, weekly menu. Tables for two only!”

2.        Beiruti
“Libanese 'personal approach' restaurant worth the try, right in the city center where all the shops are.”

3.       Wabi Sabi
“Double concept of a bar as well as a Surinam restaurant, right next door to our hotel.”

 
 
 

FOR MORE SUGGESTIONS AND TABLE RESERVATIONS YOU ARE WELCOME 
AT OUR RECEPTION DESK AT ANY TIME

GEOFFREY

Night receptionist, mystery guest at every table and now graduated hotellier

with a special place in his heart for the French cuisine

1.        Fou D’O
“Very decent but with a slight above-average price range. Professional manager. Best by car.”

2.        San Marino
“I've been served by real Italians here every time. Best pizzaplace in Ghent, if you ask me.”

3.        Du Progres
“A classic brasserie not to be overlooked on the Korenmarkt with a varied menu.”

RINZE

Night receptionist, cultural epicurean en suitor of the Belgian cuisine

1.        Du Progres 
“Decent Flemish kitchen with a sympathetic staff, in the middle of the Korenmarkt central square.”

2.        Het Vosken
“Magnificent Cote à l’os! Homely atmosphere. Also they likes dogs a lot, handing them out treats.”

3.        Het Klaverblad
“Classic interior with heavy tablecloths and silverware but a Flemish restaurant right around the

corner not to be underestimated. Worth a mention is their extensive wine collection.”

LENA

Front Desk Agent and a dilligent resto-delinquent now having visited over 220 Ghentian restaurants

1.        Gado Gado
“Nearby but well hidden. Great cocktailsand an authentic Surinam cuisine serving royal amounts.

I'd specifically recommend their vegetarian gado gado. It's a winner!”

2.        Osteria Al Sikulo
“A Sicilian family restaurant in a charming gable house. 

Modest amounts but remarkably pure tastes. Always happy to come back here.”
3.        De Warempel

“Accessible self-proclaimed 'flexitarian' restaurant. Overly friendly manageress serving 

awfully healthy and delicious vegetable plates as well as a classic steak.”

4.        Valentina / Gatti
“Restaurant at the back side of Eat Love Pizza in Onderbergen providing you with endless options

including highly orginial recepies, vegan pumpkin pizza’s and more. Also open for lunch!”

5.        A Food Affair
“Asian fusion with homemade lemonades. Small private courtyard open in summertime. 

Be sure to book your table on time because it is – and rightly so – often packed.

“

 
 
 


